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Abstract

Virtual meetings have become increasingly common with modern video-conference and collaborative
software. While they allow obvious savings in time and resources, presence is still elusive. Indeed,
remote participants complain about reduced presence away from the ’main meeting’, whereas local
participants have trouble noticing remote peoples’ activities and focus. We present Eery Proxemics,
an extension of Proxemics aimed at bringing the syntax of proximal interactions to virtual meetings
and increasing awareness of remote participants’ activities and situation. Our work focuses on virtual
meetings facilitated by multiple surfaces, ranging from wall displays to tablets and smartphones.
Therefore our goal is to increase mutual awareness of participants, who cannot see each other from
different locations, through a shared virtual space. We call this shared realm the Eery Space. Through
it we are able to make proxemic interaction area visible to and from far participants to afford proximal
interactions and exchanges among meeting participants. Evaluations carried out with people, indicate
that our approach is effective at enhancing mutual awareness between participants and sufficient to
initiate proximal exchanges regardless of physical location, while providing a seamless interaction
between local and remote.
Keywords: Virtual Meetings, Collaboration, Proxemic Interactions, Interaction Design

1. Introduction

When people get together to discuss, they com-
municate in several manners, besides verbally. [9]
observed that space and distance between people
(Proxemics) impact interpersonal communication.
While this has been explored to leverage collabora-
tive digital content creation [12], nowadays it is in-
creasingly common for meetings to take place when
the work team is not physically present in the same
room.

The newest videoconferencing and telepresence
solutions support both common desktop environ-
ments and the latest mobile technologies, such as
smartphones and tablet devices. Notable exam-
ples include Skype1 and FaceTime2. However, de-
spite considerable technological advances bent on
bringing people together, remote users in such en-
vironments often feel neglected due to their limited
presence [13]. Moreover, although verbal and vi-
sual communication may be easy in virtual meet-
ings, other modes of engagement, namely prox-
emics, have yet to be explored. Yet, the work
from [15] suggests that this is not only possible,
but desirable.

By placing users in the same common virtual

1Skype: http://www.skype.com/
2FaceTime: https://www.apple.com/mac/facetime/

space, albeit being geographically apart, new ways
of interaction become possible. These new interac-
tions take into account the personal space of each
user. Despite their not being in the same physical
space, the locus of a remote user must be accounted
for, fostering interactions with local people as if the
remote user were actually there. Unlike conven-
tional systems which strive for eye-contact we focus
on proximal interactions.

In this work, we introduce Remote Proxemics as
a tool to interact proximally with remote people.
To this end, we explore the space in front of two or
more wall-sized displays in different sites, where lo-
cal and remote people can meet, share resources and
engage in collaborative tasks using their handheld
devices. We propose techniques that enable peo-
ple to interact as if they were located in the same
physical space, as well as approaches to enhancing
mutual awareness.

With this dissertation, we intend to have our ma-
jor contribution in validating the assumption that it
is possible to use proximal interactions in the frame-
work of collaborative work in virtual meetings with-
out added complexity for local participants. And we
intend to also minimise the still unresolved issue of
the lack of remote people’s presence in this type of
environments.
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2. Related Work

Shared immersive virtual environments [14] provide
a different experience from ”talking heads” in that
people can explore a panoramic vision of the re-
mote location. The most suitable systems for col-
laboration are spatially immersive, either via large
scale-, tiled- or, even CAVE-like- displays. These
systems provide the necessary size for all people in
a meeting to see others and support the physical
space needed for collaborative work in two remote
rooms. As an example, Cohen et al. [5] present a
video-conferencing setup with a shared visual scene
to promote co-operative play with children. The
authors showed that the mirror metaphor could im-
prove the sense of proximity between users. Follow-
ing a different metaphor, Beck et al. [3] presented
an immersive telepresence system that allows dis-
tributed groups of users to meet in a shared virtual
3D world. Participants could meet front-to-front
and explore a large 3D model.

While most common user interfaces require ac-
tive input from people to perform an action, such
as the push of a button, some systems have the abil-
ity to react to the presence of users. For this, it is
important to detect their presence, and to analyze
the spatial relationships between people. Hall [9]
stated that spatial relationships can give out infor-
mation about the intentions of people to communi-
cate and interact with each other. Laga et al [10]
suggested that the concept of private space can be
used as indicative of a non verbal communication
and defined a mathematical model to identify these
spaces. More recently, Marquardt [12, 11] proposed
using proxemics interactions to mediate people, de-
vices and non-digital objects. They demonstrated
that, by analyzing distance and orientation, appli-
cations can change data displayed on the screen or
react to people by implicitly triggering functions.

3. Eery Proxemics

Eery Proxemics is our proposed solution that ex-
ploits Remote Proxemics and allows local people to
improve the level of awareness of the remote partic-
ipants’ presence. Eery Proxemics exploits normal
social interactions to improve remote collaboration
in virtual environments. By bringing proxemic in-
teractions to a remote setting, local and remote par-
ticipants in virtual meetings can naturally relate to
the presence of one another and engage in collab-
orative tasks as if they were co-located. Providing
that they are aware of one another’s situation and
actions (Awareness).

We propose a design review tool to support col-
laborative tasks from the oil and gas industry field.
In oil and gas industry settings, large teams usually
gather to review and discuss around large 3D CAD
models, which are often difficult to visualise and

Figure 1: Eery Space: Two people in different loca-
tions interacting in the Eery Space. Wall displays
are the common element in both locations and show
the same information.

to navigate due to their complexity. These teams
typically include field engineers working at differ-
ent remote locations. Maintenance in specific in-
frastructures inside an oil platform is very frequent
and technical staff have to plan how to access them
beforehand. Furthermore, changes to these instal-
lations are frequent, removing and installing new
components. It is common to use large scale screens
to support engineers cooperative work by allowing
them to promptly visualise the procedures needed
to repair devices while assessing possible interfer-
ences reflected in the 3D model.

3.1. Eery Space

To explore proxemic interactions between physi-
cally apart users, we created a common virtual
space, to overcome the physical distance separating
them. We call this shared virtual locus Eery Space,
where people equipped with personal handheld de-
vices can meet, collaborate and share resources in
front of a wall display, as depicted in Figure 1. The
Eery Space assumes that people are distributed in
several similar rooms merged together in the same
virtual space. Also, every room is outfitted with
a wall screen display. Instead of placing users in
front of each other, as typical of commercial appli-
cations and other research works [4, 3], we place
both remote and local people side-by-side, similarly
to Cohen et al.[5], maintaining their positions in
front of the wall display. We consider both a user’s
position alongside the wall and their distance to it.
Contrarily to the common interactions with remote
people using the mirror metaphor, we provide for a
sense of remote participants being around the local
ones in the same shared space. This creates and re-
inforces the model of a shared meeting area where
interactions can take place. Furthermore, all wall
displays show the same perspective to make shared
references plausible.

3.2. Social Bubbles

In a meeting, it is natural for various different work-
ing groups, people performing related tasks, to ap-
pear when participants move in front of the wall
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Figure 2: Social Bubbles: (A) Two people placed
outside the personal space of one another. (B) A so-
cial bubble is formed when people’s personal spaces
intersect.

display. To identify and deal with these groups of
people, we devised a novel model of proxemics. We
call this model Social Bubbles. Hall’s [9] model for
proxemic distances dictates that if people are close
to each other is because they are interacting in a
certain way. Within the social space, people are
interacting in a formal way, a normal professional
relationship. In contrast, personal space is reserved
for family and friends, and people can use a com-
fortable low volume to talk. Yet, as described by [9],
these distances are dynamic, friendship and profes-
sional acquaintanceship decreases interpersonal dis-
tances [16]. Social bubbles embody these concepts
and is an adaptation to the collaborative work en-
vironment that takes place in Eery Space.
Inside the Space Eery, interactions are initiated by
analysing the distribution of people in space. The
intention of the people to perform a collaborative
task is implicitly detected when they create a social
bubble around them. Since we are in a working en-
vironment, people do not need to enter the personal
space of each other, because they can be neither
family nor friends. Instead, a social bubble is cre-
ated through the intersection of the personal spaces,
as depicted in Figure 2. Thereby, people can inter-
act with each other using a distance that has the
maximum initial portion of the social space. This
formulation of the model of social bubbles, allows
people motivated by the collaborative work, able to
create proximal interactions without violating the
personal space of others. Since, people are aware of
their personal space, behaviours that violate their
social boundaries may prove uncomfortable.

3.3. Remote Proxemics
We devised remote proxemics to be able to cap-
ture the natural interactions that occur between
co-located people and make them available to the
meeting participants who are not physically in the
same room. Thus, all interactions in Eery Prox-
emics described here have the ability to work the
same for local and remote people. The success of
our approach is to ensure that the local and remote
people are always present and side by side within
the Eery Space, so participants can create social

Figure 3: Remote Proxemics: (A) Two local people
and one remote (white) formed a social bubble and
are engaged in collaborative work. (B) The remote
participant, closest to the wall display, is the mod-
erator. In Eery Space,anyone can grab the control
of the visualisation by moving inside the moderator
space.

bubbles in the same way, regardless of their physi-
cal presence in the room. These social bubbles can
encompass two or more users, either local or remote.
When located in the same bubble, users can engage
in collaborative activities.

Once the Eery Proxemics implements an en-
vironment with multiple people and devices, we
have grouped these interactions into two groups:
person-to-person, for interactions involving people
and their mobile devices; and person-to-surface,
for interactions between people and the wall display.

Person-to-person Interactions
Within Eery Space when people come together
and create a social bubble, a set of tools are made
available to them to support collaborative tasks, in
the form of person-to-person interactions. These
interactions, here described not only includes
the participants but also their mobile devices,
which in this case are smartphones. When people
establish a social bubble, their smartphone devices
automatically opens a channel of communication
between local and remote participants. Since
verbal communication is also a key element for
the success of virtual meetings, participants can
talk and hear the other people in their bubble.
This channel of communication is then closed
immediately when the bubble is destroyed. Sim-
ilarly and simultaneously, for participants in the
same social bubble, their handheld devices are
synchronised with the common visualisation on
the wall display. At this stage, participants can
engage in a collaborative session of brainstorming
sketches. Users can draw sketches around points of
interest on top of the 3D model and see the others
sketches in real-time.

Person-to-Surface Interactions
The wall display serves the purpose of relaying the
information under analysis to all meeting’s partici-
pants. When a proximity relationship with the wall
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display is established, the participant turns to the
role of moderator. In Eery Space, the moderator
is a person that has special authority to take con-
trol of the common visualisation on all wall dis-
plays, by mirroring actions made on the handheld
device. This authority is granted to whom gets clos-
est to the display, inside the moderator space (as
illustrated in Figure 3) (right), taking advantage
of person-to-surface proxemic interactions. Also,
when a meeting participant becomes the modera-
tor, a channel for speech communication is opened
so that they can address the meetings attendees.
His speech is relayed to the participants that in re-
lation to him are remote through their handheld
devices, since local participants already can hear
him. The current moderator relinquishes his role
when leaving the moderator space. If this happens
and another person is standing in that space, then
they become the new moderator. Otherwise, the
moderator role will be open for anyone to take.

3.4. Providing Awareness

While become and staying aware of others is some-
thing that we take for granted in everyday life,
maintaining this awareness has proven to be diffi-
cult in real-time distributed systems [8]. Previous
research indicated that people can respond socially
and naturally to media elements [15]. Thus, we
allow remote users to interact through appropriate
virtual proxies, by making both the shared space
and actions mutually visible. When trying to
keep people conscious of other peoples presence,
an important design issue is how to provide
such information in a non-obtrusive, yet effective
manner. Following the collaborative guidelines
proposed by Erickson and Kellog [6], we used the
techniques described bellow to increase visibility
and awareness of other users, namely for remote
participants, either through the wall display, the
projected floor or via individual handheld devices.

Wall Shadows
Every person has a representative shadow on the
wall display, distinguished by a name and a unique
colour, as shown in Figure 4 (A) similarly to the
work of Apperley et al. [1]. The location of the
shadow reflects distance from the person to the
wall to give a sense of the spacial relationship
between the people and the interactive surface.
Wall shadows takes in consideration an imaginary
directional light source at the infinity and towards
the wall display. Thus, the nearest person to
the wall display, will have the shadow with more
coverage area than the others. A much larger
shadow also makes it clear who is the moderator.
Furthermore, each user has a coloured aura around
their shadow. When two or more people share the

same aura colour, this means they are in the same
social bubble and can initiate collaborative tasks.

Bubble Map
Whenever a user tilts their handheld device to an
horizontal position, a partial top view of the Eery
Space is displayed, as depicted in Figure 4 (B). In
the center of the screen, its owner is represented
by a large white circle. Other users who are close
enough to lie in the same Interactive Bubble as the
device owner’s are also portrayed as large circles,
painted with the colour of each user. Users outside
the bubble are considered off-screen. Resorting
to an approach similar to Gustafson et al. [7],
we place these circles (smaller than users in the
same bubble) on the screen edge, indicating their
direction according to the device owner’s position.

Virtual Window
Virtual Windows provide a more direct represen-
tation of other users’ position and orientation.
These depict a view into the virtual world, in
a similar manner to the work of Basu et al. [2].
Using the combined information of users’ position
and the orientation of their handheld device, we
calculate the user’s own perspective, allowing
them to point the device wherever they desire.
The virtual window shows both local and remote
users (Figure 4 C), represented by avatars within
the virtual environment. For the purpose of this
dissertation, we used a 3D model of a generic
clothed human.

Floor Shadows
In Eery Space, every local and remote participant
has a representative projected shadow on the
room’s floor, as depicted in Figure 4 (D). All floor
shadows are unique to its corresponding person and
are distinguished from each other by a name (the
participant identity) and the user’s unique colour,
analogous to the wall shadows. In addition, these
shadows move in accordance with the person’s
position within the Eery Space to visually define
the participant’s personal space and makes people
aware of each other. The Floor Shadows provides
the necessary spacial information for participants
to initiate proximity interactions. When people
come together to start a social bubble, the shadows
on the floor inform on the status of their Social
Bubble, by displaying a coloured aura around the
bubble’s members. The projected aura gets its
colour by the computation of the social bubble’s
members colour difference. This makes that new
colour unique and unmistakable different from the
other shadows on the floor.

Intimate Space
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Figure 4: Awareness techniques to provide the sense of remote people’s presence. (A) Wall shadows
depicts the representation of users in the Eery Space. (B) The Bubble Map, indicates

We designed Eery Space keeping each person’s per-
sonal locus in mind. Every user has their own space
assured, even if they are not in the same physical
room as the others. To prevent users from invad-
ing another user’s intimate space, we provide haptic
feedback by vibrating their handheld device, when
this happens. In this way, participants can quietly
adjust their positions without interrupting the main
meeting, since this technique does not use audio or
visual cues.

4. Prototype

Our prototype was built in order to prove our as-
sumptions that, not only remote proxemic interac-
tions are possible, but also Eery Proxemics is an
effective mean to achieve the level of presence as
if the were in the same room. Our system mate-
rialises Eery Space and is comprised of an ecosys-
tem of multiple running modules communicating to
each other using local networks and the Internet.
Essentially, two large software packages were im-
plemented: The Eery Tracker Toolkit, to pinpoint
people inside a tracked area in a room; and the Eery
Proxemics Environment, to mediate remote interac-
tions and provide the tools for people to collaborate
using multiple surfaces. The Eery Proxemics Envi-
ronment also includes features to move around and
review the virtual environment which is the focus
of the meeting. Our Eery Space thrives in merging
together multiple physical rooms into one unique
virtual space. For this, there must be an instance of
Eery Tracker Toolkit and another of the Eery Prox-
emics Environment in each physical rooms. Thus,
the number of instances of these two modules is pro-
portional to the number of rooms in connected in
Eery Space.

4.1. Eery Tracker Toolkit

The Eery Tracker Toolkit is a set if tools with the
single task of locating people indoors, in a non-
intrusively fashion using computer vision. It is a
standalone module that acts as a server of the user’s
positioning data gathered from Microsoft Kinect
depth cameras. By separating this single task soft-
ware package, from the main solution, we elimi-
nated any unnecessary complexity, and the toolkit’s

encapsulated nature encourages reuse and allows for
future parallel evolution.

This toolkit provides support for multiple depth
cameras, by means of a scalable architecture of add-
on camera modules that can be added in run-time.
The ability to support multiple cameras arises from
the need to deal with user’s body occlusions that
are naturally created when people get themselves
ahead of others in the field of view of the cam-
eras. The toolkit is comprised of a main appli-
cation, the Eery Tracker Server, multiple Kinect
camera handlers, the Sensor Clients and a client-
side plugin. Figure 5 outlines the overall architec-
ture, where the Sensor Clients collect depth camera
data and send them in parallel, to the server. In its
turn, the server makes the merged data accessible
to the software plugin installed in front-end applica-
tion. This plugin not only knows how to deal with
the reception of data messages but also provides
an Application Programming Interface (API). The
plugin is a single file programming library that can
be added to any project based on top of people’s
position tracking, in our case, the Eery Proxemics
environment. Therefore the toolkit architecture fol-
lows data streams over the User Datagram Protocol
(UDP).
The Eery Tracker tookit is comprised of multiple
instances of the Sensor Client to collect the depth
cameras data, and the Eery Tracker Server to merge
the data and calculate the absolute location of each
person.

4.2. Eery Proxemics Environment

Eery Proxemics Environment is the software pack-
age that implements Eery Space and the set of in-
teractions necessary for the operation of Remote

Figure 5: Eery Tracker Architecture.
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Figure 6: Eery Proxemics Environment’s processing
cycle of the real world data.

Proxemics and supports the awareness techniques
mentioned earlier. Furthermore, this package is re-
sponsible for the virtual meeting, the management
of its participants, the flow of communication and
the individual devices present in this environment.

The Eery Proxemics Environment is a distributed
system, in the sense that all its components are con-
nected over the network while communicating with
each other in real time to coordinate actions. It is
comprised of a root server and multiple clients for
each device. Since our solution aims to join var-
ious rooms in a single virtual space, each compo-
nent of the environment is aware of its location in
relation to each of the rooms’ large scale display.
Nevertheless, these components behave as if they
are always in the same common virtual area in ac-
cordance with the Eery Space. Thereby, the Eery
Proxemics Environment behaves like a system that
adapts its features after analysing the real world,
which in this case are the people and their personal
handheld devices present in the virtual meeting.

In the Figure 6 we depict the sequence of
processing stages that the data, captured from the
real world, undergoes in order to be transformed
into information on which the system can use to
mediate interactions. Firstly, the Eery Proxemics
Environment uses the Eery Toolkit to receive the
data from the depth cameras that are installed
around the room and in front of the the wall
display. This data includes information on how
many people are present and their positions. At
the same time, clients running on the handheld
devices send data from the built-in gyroscope that
will later be interpreted as the orientations of each
individual person. Our system, then, continues
to identify each person detected by the depth
cameras. For participants in the meeting with
an active login, their positions are updated and
the newest orientations given by their handheld
devices are also associated with them. Otherwise,
the system interprets these people as anonymous
and awaits their login. By calculating the distances
between each participant, the system now has

the information needed to infer the intentions
of each person. Following the rules of design,
participants are grouped into social bubbles and,
if applicable, someone is chosen as moderator. In
the end, the Eery Proxemics Environment updates
its presentation in all its displays and applies the
awareness techniques throughout Eery Space.

Overall Software Architecture
The Eery Proxemics Environment is a set of exe-
cutable tools and programming libraries built using
the Unity3D and written in C#. Unity3D is a game
engine and it is ideal to build collaborative virtual
environments, since it is able to import external
programming libraries and has support for develop-
ing for multiple platforms whether these are desk-
top computers or mobile devices. Eery Proxemics
clients can adapt by changing their presentation
and role in the ecosystem accordingly to the device.
Causing each client to shows different views accord-
ing to their function. In general, there is a software
client for each device in the Eery Proxemics En-
vironment and the overall architecture follows the
Client/Server network model. Each client has its
own version of the data model, a representation of
what happens in Eery Space, which is synchronised
using messages that pass through the root server.
The main components of the Eery Proxemics Envi-
ronment are:

• Main Server, uses a public address over the
Internet to create a link between the vari-
ous system components. Its main function
is to synchronise all events by relaying mes-
sages between all clients, including the partici-
pants actions, positions and the orientations of
their smartphones. In addition, the server also
maintains a data model of all tracked entities
present in the environment.

• Wall Client, the main visualisation tool for
the virtual environment. For every room that
makes up the Eery Space, there is a Wall Client
instance. These instances behave as one, in the
sense that they need to show the same informa-
tion to all participants of the virtual meeting.

• Floor Client, a visualisation tool for the
sole purpose of materialising the floor shadows
awareness technique. This module takes ad-
vantage of a ceiling-mounted projector, above
and aligned with the center of the wall display,
to cast shadows of the people in the Eery Space,
whether local or remote.

• Handheld Device Client, provides a private
window to the virtual environment. It supports
the interactions mediated by the formation of
social bubbles. The Handheld Device Client
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follows the state of its user and change its be-
haviour during the performance of person-to-
person and person-to-surface interactions.

5. Evaluation

During the work of this dissertation, the solution
developed has undergone two phases of evaluation
that included the presence of users. In order to in-
tegrate their preferences and opinions to the end
result. Such that, it was possible to meet the ex-
pectations of users, highly relevant to the process of
identifying the most suitable awareness techniques.
The first phase consisted of a preliminary evalua-
tion to assess the feasibility of Remote Proxemics.
The awareness techniques, regarding the wall dis-
play and mobile phones, were also evaluated at
this stage, to assess whether our techniques pro-
vide enough feedback for people to remotely inter-
act. This first stage was used to determine whether
our approach was successful in bringing remote peo-
ple together in the same virtual space and, at the
same time, maintain their presence noticeable to
each other. The second phase of the evaluation was
comprised of an experiment with users, in which
the overall solution was subjected. Now taking into
account the presence awareness feedback from the
floor plane. These evaluation sessions took into ac-
count the context of virtual meetings, since audio
communication channels were maintained between
the test user and the remote person, during the each
interaction using social bubbles. In both of the tri-
als, users were provided with a smartphone running
the handheld device client before entering the eval-
uation environment.

5.1. Preliminary Evaluation

This evaluation session aimed to test the proximity-
aware interactions within the Eery Space, both with
a local and with a remote person. It also served to
evaluate the role of the moderator, by grabbing con-
trol of the wall display using the person-to-surface
interaction method. For this experiment, the test
user was placed in with one local and one remote
person, scattered through the two rooms. This as-
sessment phase had the initial prototype built with
the Eery Tracker Toolkit, the Eery Proxemics En-
vironment, and the awareness technique for wall
shadows, bubble map, virtual window and intimate
space haptic feedback. Again, we highlight the fact
that during this evaluation session, the floor shad-
ows were not present in the prototype. With this,
the user was encouraged to move freely in the space
in front of the wall display and look for others to
establish social bubbles in order to be able to do
the collaborative tasks required. In this test ses-
sion, eleven users attended our evaluation sessions,
two of them females. With ages ranging from 25
to 60 years, and the large majority with ages be-

low 35 years. Also, all having at least a bache-
lor’s degree in different backgrounds, mainly in En-
gineering and Architecture. Since the values ob-
tained from the tasks are two related samples and
come from the same population in an ordinal scale,
we applied the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test to high-
light possible statistically significant differences be-
tween local and remote interactions. Accordingly
to the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test there are no sig-
nificant differences between making a sketch with
local and remote participants. Nevertheless, estab-
lishing a social bubble, using the same test, shows a
statistically significant difference between local and
remote. Evincing a degree of difficulty while en-
gaging in remote collaborative tasks. Which brings
us to the conclusion that the awareness techniques
employed were insufficient and not adequate. In
fact, from observation, test users were reluctant
to utilise the virtual window and the bubble map
awareness techniques and restricted their attention
to the more expressive information from the wall
shadows.

5.2. Solution Evaluation

Since with the preliminary evaluation we can
conclude that it is possible to interact with remote
people using proxemics, this test session focused
on the study of the overall developed solution. In
general, this phase of evaluation is comprised of a
proxemics interactions and awareness overview, as
well as, a comparison of the awareness techniques
employed in the final solution. Once the conclusion
of the first preliminary study, the prototype had
been altered. Accordingly to the noted low usage
of the virtual window and bubble map awareness
techniques, these features were discarded at this
stage. Nevertheless, the floor shadows technique
was developed and added to the final prototype,
providing the precise information of the location
of each remote participant. Similarly to the pre-

Figure 7: Test user interacting with the local par-
ticipant during the an evaluation session.
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liminary evaluation, a single user, for each session,
was invited into the main setup environment and
asked to interact with a local and another remote
participant. Every test user had no previous
experience with work in question.

Methodology
The solution evaluation phase maintained a simi-
lar methodology to the previous phase to guarantee
the consistency of the data obtained. Below, we
describe each stage of this session:

1. Introduction
At the start, the new user was greeted with an
explanation of the objective for this evaluation
session, and with general consideration regard-
ing the prototype. Firstly, was a description of
the motivating aspects of our project. The user
was made aware that they would be interact-
ing with another remote person. Secondly, the
user was introduced in the basic features of the
prototype, how to be associated the handheld
device and log on into the system. Thirdly, a
brief description was made about the nature of
the Eery Space and the awareness techniques.
Fourthly, the concept of proxemics were dis-
cussed, accompanied with a demonstration on
how to become the moderator and how to per-
form a collaborative task by forming a social
bubble. Emphasising the concept of intimate
and personal space. Finally, the user was en-
couraged to explore these concepts for a few
minutes.

2. Evaluation Tasks
The user was accompanied by both the local
and the remote experienced participant. Thus,
the user was receiving verbal commands for the
tasks it should perform. Since this evaluation
requires an honest reaction from the test users,
any posed questions were responded with an-
other formulation of the commands. Avoiding
influences on the user’s behaviour.

3. Filling in the questionnaire
Upon completion of the tasks, the user was
asked to fill out a questionnaire. Not only to
define the profile of the user, but also to gain
an appreciation of the various components of
our solution.

Performed Tasks
The set of evaluation tasks was designed with the in-
tention to check if there is any significant difference
between local and remote interactions. Therefore,
users were asked to perform a collaborative task,
firstly with the local participant, following with the
remote participant. Also, to verify if people do react
to the presence of other remote people, even only

being aware of the representation of their presence.
Below, we describe the set of tasks performed by
the test users:

1. Interaction with Wall Screen Display
Since navigation in the virtual environment is
beyond the context of this evaluation, which fo-
cuses on awareness and proxemic interactions,
a button was placed on the prototype that au-
tomatically redirects the virtual camera to a
specific point of interest in the model. Thus,
the test user were encouraged to press the but-
ton and then displaying it on the wall display,
by willingly assuming the role of moderator.

2. Interaction with the local participant
To perform this task, user was asked to jointly
create a collaborative sketch. For this, he had
to physically move to establish a social bubble
with the local participant and wait for instruc-
tions. Then, the local participant promptly
drew a square around the point of interest in
the virtual environment, and instructed the
test user to draw a circle inside.

3. Interaction with the remote participant
This task is essentially the same as that de-
scribed with the local participant. The particu-
larity of this task is that the test user was asked
to create a collaborative task with the remote
participant. To this end, the user had to move
to establish a social bubble with the remote
participant a wait for instructions. Similarly
to the interaction with the local user and with
the remote proxemics-enabled communication
in the handheld device, the remote participant,
then, instructs the test user to draw a cross in-
side his circle. At the same time, the remote
participant intentionally steps in the test user’s
intimate space so as to arouse a reaction. Ide-
ally an adjustment in the position by the test
user, demonstrating that he acknowledged the
importance of preserving remote people’s space
in the meeting and also realising that he was
interacting with another person.

4. Intimate space invasion
For this task, the test user was instructed to
watch the action performed by the remote user
as moderator. The remote user moved into po-
sition and started to control the navigation on
the wall display. At this stage, a computer gen-
erated remote user starts pursuing the test user
in attempt to invade his intimate space. Again,
this task is intended to observe the reaction of
the user against an intrusion of their intimate
space.

5. Pathway between remote participants
The final task was designed to realise if the test
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user had realised the concepts exposed in this
evaluation. The user was instructed to move
to a target location while considering the pres-
ence of four computer generated remote par-
ticipants. At no point in this evaluation, the
user was informed that the computer generated
remote users were in fact artificial.

Participants
The participants in this trial were invited randomly
and were mainly students attending our educational
institution. Thereby, the set of test users was com-
prised of 12 participants, one of which was female,
and all with a college degree. In regard to their age,
the majority of the test users were between 18 years
old and 24, remaining on of them between 35 and
55 years old. Nearly all reported having experience
using smartphones in a daily base, except one of
them that by not owning a smartphone.

5.3. Results and Discussion
The data gathered correspondent of the user’s pref-
erences were obtained from the Likert scale of 6 val-
ues, presented previously. Also, data from the ob-
servation of the performed tasks is considered in this
analysis. The main objective of this evaluation was
to demonstrate the feasibility of remote proxemics
by maintaining an adequate level of awareness of
the people that are remote. Since the main premise
of this work was that remote proxemics is possi-
ble provided that local participants have the aware-
ness of the location and status of the remote ones.
Furthermore, this evaluation provides an study of
each awareness technique present on the final solu-
tion. By applying the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, we
concluded that there are no statistically significant
differences between starting a interaction with the
other participants, despite their local or remote sta-
tuses. This result is encouraging insofar as it can
prove that remote proxemics are in fact possible and
do not add obstacles in the course of virtual meet-
ings. In the trials, users did not demonstrate any
difficulty in repositioning themselves to establish
social bubbles in the collaborative tasks, although
three users took up to five seconds to remember how
to become the moderator while in the first task.
Also, it is safe to say that, test users reacted to to
presence of remote people, taking into account their
personal space. The final results show an improve-
ment in the awareness of the remote peoples pres-
ence, in the way that local and remote interactions
are virtually the same. We would not have gotten
this result if we had not done the preliminary eval-
uation. The first evaluation trials, suggested the
need for a more expressive awareness technique to
depict the exact location and status of remote par-
ticipants. With that, the projected floor has filled
this requirement and presents a favourable accep-

tance by the test users.

6. Conclusions

In this dissertation we introduce Remote Prox-
emics, by bringing social interactions to virtual
meetings, to provide the tools for a seamless interac-
tion between local and remote people as if they were
in the same space. And with that, assure the level
of presence of remote people required to perform
these proximity interactions. We also introduce the
the Eery Space, a shared space that enables Re-
mote proxemics. Also, several presence awareness
techniques are contemplated in this shared locus.
Using a large scale display, a projected floor and
personal handheld devices. People can see each oth-
ers representation and quickly realise their location
and status on the virtual meeting.

In the context of this dissertation, we developed a
prototype in order to study the concepts of Remote
Proxemics and the Eery Space. Our prototype is a
distributed system composed by two main modules
and encompasses different devices and platforms.

Throughout this dissertation we relied on the
presence of users, to evaluate our proposed solution,
in two different occasions: a preliminary evaluation
and an overall solution evaluation. The aim of the
preliminary evaluation was to study the possibility
of extending remote proxemics to remote people.
This led us to conclude that remote proxemics can
be achieved if the awareness methods employed are
expressive enough to provide the absolute location
and status of the remote people in the virtual meet-
ing. Therefore, we extended our solution to high-
light the presence of everyone into the projected
floor that covers the Eery Space. In our final evalu-
ation sessions with users, results show the promise
of remote proxemics, since we were able to achieve
seamless interactions between local and remote peo-
ple.
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